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I.

OPENING OP TEE CONFERENCE;'

1.
The second Regional Conference on the Development and Utilization of
Mineral Resources in Africa was held in Lusaka, Zambia, from 12 to 13 tfarch
1985.

2.

■

.:

.

■

The Conference vras officially opened by the Rt. Hon. iklumino

,

MCC, MP, Prime Minister of the Republic of Zambia, who, having welcomed.
participants on behalf of the President, GoVerrtment, party and people of
Zambia,-spoke-of the 'great value of miner-als in the development of Africa's

economies.
In terms of its minefral resources, Africa was much less well
explored..than other continents^ yet minerals accounted^ for much of the/foreign
exchange earnings of many African Countries, and provided the backbone for
economic diversification into agriculture and other industrial activities in
many more.

3.
Many factors, however, militated against the development of Africa's
minerals to promote the social and economic welfare of the African peoples. The world
crisis;!* recent years had reduced economic activity in the major mineralimporting countries* Mineral prices had fallen, while the cost of Africa's

imports, particularly of oilrand capital'goods- had been rising.

Africa was short

of modern railways,harbours and roads, of skilled mining engineers, geologists,
metallurgists and other technicians; and of the information on the development,
use and marketing of minerals needed to expand intra-African trade. The continent

also faced political manipulation arid economic sabotage, by South Africa and many
other circles* which Scared away potential investors in the development of its
mineral wealth.

4..,,, rAfrica has not given up the struggle for political and economic freedom and
independence. He was confident that the African States would overcome the
obstacles they faced by pooling their technical skills, their funds, and their
research, facilities to develop the mineral sector, and strengthening their
national, subregional and regional institutions concerned with mineral resources.
Such efforts should be accompanied by the creation of a climate conducive to the

generation of investment funds within the African region.

5.

The recommendations passed at

the first Regional Conference in 1981

were very relevant to the present economic situation.

Participants and the present

Conference should ask how far the mineral sector had helped to improve living
conditions for the majority of Africans since those recommendations had been adopted.
African States might do well to follow the examples of Japan and other Asian
countries in pursuing economic self-reliance; they should co-operate to produce
finished goods for export to developed countries, not just primary commodities.
The way ahead had been signposted in the Lagos Plan of Action. It was now up to

African States to act to secure economic development as, over the past 25 years,
they had striven for political freedom.
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6.

2

The Executive Secretary of the United Nations Economic Commission for

Africa, Mr. Adebayo Adedeji, thanked the Government,party and people of Zambia
for hosting the second Regional Conference and extended special thanks to the

Prime Minister of Zambia for agreeing to open the Conference in person. The
Conference, he said, had a number of clearly stated objectives; he wished to add
another, to determine how to gear the development and utilization of mineral
resources to the relief of Africa's present social and economic plight.

7.
Before coming to the Conference he.had attended the opening in Genevar of
the Conference called by the United Nations Secretary-General to mobilize
$1.5 billion in emergency assistance for 21 African countries.
Much of that
money was needed to buy food;

yet less than 50 per cent of the arable land in

Africa was under cultivation. Africa's once strong mining sector was in recession.
High production costs, escalating capital investment needs and falling raw commodity
prices had combined to create crises in Zambia, Zaire, Zimbabwe and other

countries. The raining sector now faced the same fate as agriculture in Africa
unless immediate steps were taken to address its problems.

8.
The Chairman of the first Regional Conference, Dr. P.Y. N'gwand, Minister
of State fbr Water, Energy and Minerals of the United Republic of Tanzania, who
presided over the opening ceremonies, spoke of the need for African States to
act on the resolutions and recommendations they passed. Bold strides had been

made, but the mining sector in Africa was still characterized by the lack of

co-operation, the near-absence of intra-African trade in minerals and mineral

products, and the inability of African countries to influence the prices of the
minerals they exported. He regarded the present Conference as a great

opportunity to see where past policies and strategies had succeeded, and where
they had failed. He felt that the establishment of a specific body to monitor the

implementation of decisions and recoaanendations on mineral resources development

merited special attention.

9.
On behalf of all represented-at the Conference, Mr. Tekezeshoa Aytenfisu,
the Ethiopian Minister of Mines and Energy, moved a vote of thanks to the
President, Prime Minister, Government, party and people of Zambia for their
hospitality in arranging for the Conference to be held in Lusaka.
II.

10.

ELECriON OF OFFICERS

The Conference unanimously elected the following officers:
Chairman

Zambia

Second Vide-Chairman

Cameroon

First' Rapporteur

Mauritania

First Vice-chairman
Second Rapporteur

Rwanda

Egypt
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III.

3

ATTENDANCE

11.
The following member States of ECA were represented at the Conference:
Angola, Burundi, Cameroon, Congo, Egypt, Ethiopia, Guinea, Lesotho,
Madagascar, Malawi,

Mauritania,

Mozambique,

Nigeria,

Republic of Tanzania and Zambia.

12.

;

Rwanda,

Uganda,

United

. .

Representatives attended from the following,United Nations,

inter

governmental and non-governmental organizations;, .the United Nations Indus-trial
Development Organization (UNIDO) , the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP),, ■

the Organization of African Unity (OAU),the Preferential Trade Area for Eastern
and Southern Africa (PTA), the Southern Africa Development Co-ordination,.
Conference ((SADCC) Mining Sector, the Central African Mineral Resources Development

Centre (CAMRDC), the Eastern and Southern African, Mineral Resources. Development

Centre (ESAMRDC), the University of Zambia, the Reserved Mineral Corporation (RMC),
the Zambia Industrial

and Mining Corporation

(ZIMCO),

the Research Bureau of Zambia,

and the Institute; of Mining Research . (Zimbabwe).
IV.

13.

.

ADOPTION OF AGENDA

The following agenda was adopted:

.

..

..

1.
2.

Opening of the Conference.
Election of of ficers .

3.

Adoption of the agenda and organization of work.

5.

Consideration of the report.of the Technical Preparatory

4.

. .

Statements of delegations.

Other business.

7.

.

(

■

.,

.

.

Meeting arid recommendations.
6.

:

.

.; ■ ■ .
...

.

,

.

.
.

<•

,..,, ...■-.
.

....■*

Adoption of the report of the Second Regional Conference

-.;
. . -; .,-.-=

•

on the Development and Utilization of Mineral Resources
in Africa.

8.

Closure, of the Conference.

V.

A.

.

.

SUJWARY OF PROCEEDINGS

Statements of ECA and delegations on progress

in the implementation

of the recommendations of the first Regional Conference on the

.

Development and, utilization of Mineral Resources in Africa, held
in-Arusha,United Republic of Tanzania,
in February 1981

14.
A representative of the ECA secretariat introduced document e/eca/NRD/
SRCDUMRA/3, stating that co-operation in mineral resources development by African
countries over the past four years had largely taken place within subregional
economic and political groupings.
Apart from the North African subregion, where
the Arab Mining Company (ARMICO) had since 1974 been engaged in mineral develop
ment proj.ects to further economic integration and advancement within the League
of Arab States, action on The Arusha recommendations was now progressing from

project identification and formulation to implementation. The secretariat hoped
that information from delegations and observers to the meeting would give a more

comprehensive picture of the present status of the Arusha recommendations.

•■

:
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15.

Another aspect of co-operation by African countries was the establishment

of subregional mineral development centres in the Eastern and Southern and the
Central African subregions. Although participation by member States in the
Central African Mineral Resources Development Centre (CAMRDC) had been encouraging

the position of the Eastern and Southern African Mineral Reosurces Development

Centre (ESAMRDC) was deeply disappointing.

16.

Activities by ECA in implementation of the Arusha recommendations included

publication of the proceedings of the Arusha Conference and the preparation of
regional maps of geological, mineral, oil and gas resources, which had been widely
distributed in Africa to encourage the development of mineral resources by member
States. The ECA secretariat has organized a number of seminars, study tours and '
workshops to improve the technical capabilities of African personnel in the

mining industries,and to enable Africans to gain experience of mineral resources

development from countries outside Africa.

The secretariat had continued to

promote support for ESAMRDC and CAMRDC, to which it had given technical and

administrative help;it had also allocated a sizeable proportion of its resources
towards the organization and coverinq

17.

of the present Conference.

in view of the long-term nature of the Arusha recommendations, the unlikeli

hood that present adverse socio-economic conditions in Africa would improve in
the short-term, the expected decline in mineral consumption by the developed
countries and the increasing realization that developing countries were the
next best source of demand, the ECA secretariat believed Africa should

increasingly concentrate on medium- to small-scale development of the minerals
Africa needed most. Consideration should be given to using some of the minerals
now produced for export in local industries making goods for consumption in the
region. Co-operation by African countries in mineral resources development

through the pooling of resources, the use of complementary resources, etc., should be
intensified and consideration should be given to encouraging private (foreign

and local) and

State investment in mineral resources development in the region.

18.
The representative of the Ivory Coast presented a paper describinci the
revised structure of his country's Ministry of Mines, the semi-public and
private institutions concerned with the development of mineral resources

t^Z 1 tS iLthS minlng and ^troleum sectors, and what his country was doing
about intra-Afncan co-operation in the minerals sector.

"'

JJ; country had set up a central geological authority/distinct from the

authority responsible for mining which regulated and monitored mining activities

and issued mining licences throughout

the country.

The central geology

authority was responsible for the geological mapping of Ivorian territory and
for establishing a data bank on its subterranean resources.

^iln I?'th? fiVe ySarS fr°m 1981 tO 19Q5-there had been ;a reform of the national-

public institutions and State enterprises concerned with mineral resources? which

had resulted in greater roles for the Societe pour le developpement minier de la
Cote d'lvoire (SODEMI) and the Societe d'operations petroliaris (PETROCI). tvo
mixed-economy enterprises, the Societe de gestion des stocks de securite
d hydrocarbures en Cote d'lvoire (GESTOCI) and the Societe des mines d Mty
exploitation of alluvial gold deposits.

-

':
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21.

SODEMI had embarked on a geophysics and drilling programme funded partly by

a Canadian interest-free loan which, among other things, had led to the discovery
of the Samapleu copper and nickel deposits in 1982. It had also set up research
teams to study and develop a number.of mineral deposits, and created small-scale
operations working detrital gold and diamonds. SODEMI's research laboratory had
been upgraded by the installation.of a gold meleing and cupellation unit. The
Ivory Coast had been an oil producer since 1980 (Belier and Espoir fields).

22.
A seminar on the specific :prohl«as- of the mining and petroleum sectors had
been held by the Ministry of Mines in October 1984 . The country had participated
in a number of international meetings and seminars. It was a member of the '
Association of Geophysists in Exploration, and Research in Africa (AGERA) set up
as a result of the West African geophysics symposium held in Burkina Faso in 1982
The Ivory Coast had been particularly active in the development of'the Association.

23.

The representative of the United Republic of Tanzania reported that pursuant

to the Mining Act of 1979 and the ftrusha recommendations of 1981, a seminar on
national mineral development strategy had,beon organized in July 1982 to formulate
naw mineral development policies and strategies for the country/ As a result of
the seminar, the Government had in 1983 intrcdu-ed a new policy to foster increased
investment (local and foreign) in large-scale mineral development and encourage

the small-scale mineral development opeiators in the country.

24.

Increased emphasis had beenput on the exploration of economic mineral

resources, and infrastructure for the work had been improved.

Promotion of

intra-African trade in minerals such as salt, gemstones, meerschaum products,
kaolin and phosphates had produced encouraging results. The country's existing
financial institutions had teen enccuraged to finance mineral development
projects,

and the effects were already "islble.

*-....

•

25. ,

.■■■.''

With regard to multi-country co-operation in mineral resources, the country

supported and used the facilities of ESAMRDC.

It was also a member of SAPCC

where the formulation of subregional. mineral development projects was under wav.
The United Republic of Tanzania had hosted three international meetings, one on

coal^development and utilization,; one,on the ^ ft Valley sediments and the
third on a Precambrxan geo-traverse, during th« period undsr review.

TS
in the monitoring and co-ordination
of recommendations by regional conferences on minerals

should be wtts'idered by the meeting.

It. proposed the creation of a permanent

technical, .organ-at the regional level .to follow up, advise, monitor and
co-ordinate efforts made at national, subregional and regional levels, and to
provide advisory services to regional conferences on minerals.

27.

The Angolan delegation described, the organizational structure "if mineral

development institutions in^Angola, mineral development activities currently in
progress and the mineral development policies pursued

-'■-'
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oU- f-°* ^"U it derived

most of its export income

•

tsl:=.■=

m about two years.

42.

Recent discoveries had revealed the country

He added that his country's mining sector was open to foreign investment

enormous, but little explored, mineral potential : Over 250 ore and mineral

occurrences

T*e national authorities had accordingly set up a MauritSan

Geological Research Office, which had now been in-operation for rtree years

43

I

As regards regional co-operation in the mining sector, the country was

"S Lrh
rciaiizedorganizations
bodies °f th"as Lea^ue
°f A-band sLl:
and suchhthesubregior.al
OMVS, CEAO
ECOWAS,

MTiJH*.*?hCd "PO" ECA tO P-OduCe an "P-^-^te report on mining output in '

Africa and how it compares with world levels, and a second paper on the current
market prospects for all mineral commodities.

45.

current

The representative of Zambia reported that hi* country had mad» great

progress in the facets of mineral resources development covered by most of the

«eoWistsOI?mendatlOnS-Zambla h3d c°-°P-ated oncological surve" with
Kturf"It h»Hne^8hb°uYlnS countries and these were planned to continue'in

^wl, f

isoJnt

the
shared m short-term courses in neighbouring countries related to

r.es^l'' " "as engaged in consultations on the possible use of the

isotope geology laboratory in Zimbabwe and the remote sensing centre in Kenya

for joint projects with Zambian institutions.

ZCCH was co-operating with some

S
™"nS CTTieS °n ^e SmeltiDS and refinin^ «»* theirPcoPPer? Zambia and
Zaire continued their consultations on sales of cobalt; and as the TanzaniaZambia Railway (TAZARA) had proved to.be a good multi-country transport "yitem,

it was hoped chat similar joint ventures in.SADCC would materialize in the
■
permanent commissions with neighbouring countries.;
.
.
■..:.
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46.
The representative of Lesotho informed the meeting that diamonds were the
only minerals of promise in his country.
Since the Arusha Conference^ Lesotho
had suffered a great setback in the closure of diamond mining operations in the
country by the then operators, leading to serious job losses and unemployment.

47.

Over the past four years Lesotho> a member of the Southern Africa Development

Co-ordination Conference (SADCC), had concentrated on the development of small-

scale diamond mining operations by locally, constituted co-operatives,' including
the trainingsof the operators involved; the establishment of diamond cutting and
polishing facilitiesto promote local mineral processing; the intensification of
mineral exploration activities.; and the provision of financial and technical
assistance to mine operators by the Lesotho Government.
48. The representative of Egypt said that declining interest among foreign
investors in mineral: exploration and development in Africa was not due to any
shortage of mineral potential.
His own country had large reserves of gypsums
phosphate and white sand, and very substantial amounts of gold, tantalum and

niobium.
It had been extensively mapped, and its geology and mineral wealth were
richly documented. To any company searching for minerals, Egypt made available

documentation on all geological data at no cost.

It applied a model agreement

''u

that was financially attractive for both sides, and it sought to promote investment
by both domestic and foreign companies in developing the untapped mineral resources
of the country.

49.

.

As regards oil he stated that over the past twenty years the country hac|',.." ,..

changed from a net importer to an exporter, thanks t,o an aggressive and far- V
sighted policy of heating a suitable climate for petroleum companies; he believed
the petroleum agreement could serve as a guide to the strategy needed to develop
other mineral resources.
50.
He described the broad features of his Government's mineral policy9 which
sought to satisfy local needs - hence cutting down on imports - earn foreign
exchange, support desert reclamation and provide jobs.
The most important of the
measures the Government had taken was the introduction of production sharing
agreements under which investors bore the full costs of exploration whether or

not it led to discoveries of commercial value; in the event of an exploitable find
a joint enterprise was set up, the State collecting a negotiated percentage Of
the proceeds while the investor was entitled to tax relief on his earnings.
51.

Egypt looked forward to co-operating with other African countries in the

belief' that a pan-African policy on mineral exploitation and the preservation of
natural resources was of prime importance.

52. The representative of Cameroon said that, regardless of the problems posed
by the-size of his country and its thick forest cover, the Government was
determined to make it a mineral producing country.
Emphasis was being put on
training Cameroonian nationals, and making the prospecting licensing procedures
very simple so as to attract foreign mining promoters to develop the country!s
700 million tons of bauxite and its iron ore. The Ministry of Mines and Energy
was to be reorganized so as to have more control over geological and mining '
activities. Geological, geophysical and geochemical maps had been compiled to
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assist in prospecting for and developing mineral resources.
The construction of
a computerized centre for the storage and filing of maps, documents and samples
was in progress.
53.
Cameroon was a founding member of CAMRDC.
It hoped to co-operate with other
countries in making the Centre a total success..
Cameroonian geologists and
technicians had gone on study tours of Burundi, Gabon and Morocco, and had attended

seminars on subjects relating to the mining industry in a number of non-African
countries.
The University of Yaounde and the Ministry of Mines and Energy ran a

scheme under which promising graduate earth scientists were sent abroad for
specialized training in Europe, the United States and Canada.
Advanced technical
training shall also be offered by the University of Technology at Ngaounderej
the Government also offered scholarships for specialized training abroad.
54.
Mining research projects were now in progress throughout the country.
Before
the next regional conference, he expected mining operations proper to have begun.

55.
The representative of Mozambique reported that over the past six years some
400,000 square kilometres of the country had been covered by airborne geophysical
survey, resulting in the compilation of geological, radiometric and magnetic maps.
The country had carried out detailed exploration with a view to the rehabilitation
of pegmatite mines containing rare metals, and had also studied the reserves in
functioning pegmatite and marble mines with a view to improving their operation.
Work was in progress on the rehabilitation of the Moatize coal mines to raise
annual output to 3,5 million tons.
Deposits of a number of metallic and nonmetallic minerals had been investigated.
56.
The national geological analysis laboratory had been extended, and was now
capable of performing all types of analysis required; a satellite imagery and
aerial photography processing and interpretation unit had been set up; the drilling
sector's capacity had been increased, and the National Institute of Geology had

been equipped with a computer centre.
established in 1983.

A Ministry of Mineral Resources had been

57.
Mozambique participated in workshops, conferences and study tours organized
by international, regional and subregional institutions.
It had arranged preservice and in-service training for various categories of personnel, both locally
and overseas, and could now boast Mozambican citizens trained as geologists,
geochemists, drilling engineers and laboratory technicians.
r;
58.

The representative of Guinea presented a paper describing how prospecting and

mining operations were organized and administered in his country.
Extensive
quantities of bauxite, iron, nickel, graphite, black marble, granite, gold, diamonds
and other precious stones had been discovered; mining, at present continued to
bauxite and diamonds accounted for 18 per cent of the country's GDP and over 99
per cent of its export earnings.
The Government's policy was to pass legislation
quickly governing the mining and petroleum industries, and tighten up on mining
licences and the operations of joint concerns while modernizing its geological
and mining documentation services; to expand existing industrial capacity and
develop high-value substances requiring little investment in infrastructure; to
extend the country's mineral base to include phosphatess precious stones, base
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metals, oil, ornamental stones, limestone and pyrites; and to raise the standards

of national training institutions arid speed up the training of national personnel.

59.

The Representative of Uganda said that the recovery programme launched by his

country UV1982 was due to be revised.

The programme emphasized the evaluation

and rehabilitation of small mteess which produced most of the country's metal

■

output. The Government had decided to reopen the Kilembe copper mines, but was
experiencmgdifficulty m procuring the requisite capital. The World Bank had
provided assistance for an aerial hydrocarbons survey over Lake Victoria and the
western Rift Valley; the preliminary results were encouraging, as far as Uganda
was concerned. The Bank was also.supporting the ground follow-up, and was helping

to fmancea feasibility study of phosphate' deposits in the east of the country

Aeromagnetic surveying/drilling for water, (with 1JHICEF aid) and the rehabilita
tion of cement factories were also in progress.

60. The country was exploiting every opportunity to increase the technical
knowledge of its personnel, with technicians and scientists attending training
courses and seminars in Africa, Latin America and the USSR.

It dids. however

capital in order to keep its technical personnel fully employed.

need

It was in danger

or losing its trained manpower to. the developed countries if it could not offer

constant employment and proper remuneration.

61. ^In the absence o£ a strong national or regional market for mineral products9

the development of Uganda's mineral resources in excess of the country's own
consumption would depend on the tastes of consumers in the developed economies;

Africa also depended on the developed countries for equipment and technology, which
were changing so rapidly that spare parts for the machines in use in Africa often
became expensive, if riot impossible, to obtain. Regional standardization of
!'
equipment might be a way of reducing the problem.

62.

*

,

,

Owing to its high cost, Uganda advocated research and development done at a

regional level. Its belief that strongly lay in co-operation had led it to join1
such organizations as PIA9 the Kagera River Basin Organization and ESAMRDCi and
it urged more participation in such groupings to accelerate action on the recommenda

tions adopted at both the first and second Regional Conferences.

63.

A^representative of UIJIDO reminded the meeting that although the Lagos Plan

of Action put emphasis on the development of mineral-based industries in the
region, many African countries still produced raw minerals mainly for export

Small national markets, shortages of skilled manpower, investment funds and foreign

exchanges, grave balance-of-payments problems, excessive debts, inadequate physical
and institutional infrastructure and the policies and practices of foreign trans
national corporations were all factors militating against the establishment of
mineral-based and allied industrias in the African region. He noted with
appreciation the creation of African subregional groupings such as ^CCAS, ECOWAS
and SADCC which v;ere likely to stimulate industrial co-operative schemes

enabling the countries involved to exchange minerals for local industries and

mineral-based products for consumption in Africa.

<
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84. In addition to industrial development studies at national levels,. UNIDO
was engaged in a study of the potential for mineral-based and allied industries

in the SADCC subregion; a study on the development of mineral-based industries in
the ECOWAS subregion; and a survey of the iron and st^el industry in the
Preferential Trade Area (PTA) for Eastern and Southern Africa, in co-operation
with the PTA secretariat. He expressed the hope that these studies might lead
to the establishment of businesses using locally available minerals to make goods
for consumption in Africa.

,£5.

'

The representative of OAU9 noting that the Lagos Plan of Action and the

Final Act of Lagos for the economic development of Africa called for the
exploration, exploitation, development and utilization of the region's mineral
resources in order for them to play their rightful role in the promotion of self-

reliance and self-sustaining development in the African countries, urged member
States to intensify their efforts towards the implementation of the Arusha

recommendat ions.

66.... A representative of ESAMEDC said that over the past four years the Centre
had undertaken various activities based on the Lagos Plan of Action and the
recommendations of the first Regional Conference, producing over thirty technical
evaluations.of mineral resources on behalf of its member States, including
reappraisals of work undertaken earlier. The evaluations included minerals basic
to the establishment of mineral-based industries, such as iron, copper and tin.
The Centre was also involved in the investigation and evaluation of previous

minerals, principally gold.

67. The Centre was very much concerned with the upgrading of geoscientists1
skills at all levels, and had organized a multinational geochemical workshop and
short courses en modern methods of collecting, storing, disseminating and using
geologicals geochemical and mining data; it had offered group training on
applications of micro-computers to the processing of geoscientific data, and an
executive course in mineral economics for senior geoscientists. *t had sponsored
earth scientists to attend professional development seminars at outside institutions
and made arrangements for others to continue work on projects they were involved
in, in their own countries. Others again were offered residential training at the

Centre where they participated in the evaluation of projects undertaken by the
Centre for their respective countries. These training programmes were conducted

in close co-operation with the national and international scientific communities.

68. At the subregional level, institutions in Zimbabwe offered specialized
analytical and metallurgical services in gold, platinum and magnesite on behalf
of the Centre and MINEX/zimco of Zambia was assisting the Centre ir. the editing

of a manual on exploration.

69. The Director General of thp Central African Mineral Resources Development
Centre (CAMRDC) said that his organization was one of the most recently established
of the institutions sponsored by ECA and OAU: the agreement establishing the
Centre had come into effect in March 1983. The Centre was intended to serve the

ten Central African countries belonging to the Yaounde and Gisenyi MULPOCs, but
currently had eight signatory members: Burundi, Cameroon, the Central African
Republic, Chad, the Congo, Equatorial Guinea, Gabon and Zaire, the two countries
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which had not && far foined being Rwanda *nd Sao Tome and Principe.
Its purposes
were the same as those of the Eastern and Southern African Mineral Resources

Development Centre in Dodoma (United Republic of Tanzania), namely to provide

States with specialist services and train the specialized staff needed by member
countries of the subregion.

70.
The second meeting of the Centre's legislative authoritys in July 1984, had
been followed by an extraordinary meeting in December 1984.
The statutes of the
Centre had been adopted at those two meetings; together with the Centre's work
programme and budget for the period from 1 January 1985 to 31 December 1986.
71/ Part of the Centre's administrative core was already in place, and experts
and support staff would shortly be recruited to allow it to function during the
first ph&se of its operations. Four countries (Cameroon, the Congo, Equatorial
Guinea and Gabon) had already contributed to the Centre's budget, and a fifth
(Chad) had announced that it intended to do so.

72.

A representative of the SADCC Mining Sector said that the minerals programme

adopted by the SADCC'Council of Ministers meeting on 24 and 25 May 1984 in Blan^yre,
Malawi, included manpower development and training? small-scale mining, processing
and marketing; inventories of geology, minerals and mining; foundry, fabrication
and mkchinirig facilities; mining machinery manufacture, repair and reconditioning;
a preliminary study on the production of mining chemicals and explosives; the
sharing of tnineral-processing facilities; the establishment of iron and steel

industries; and fertilizer mineral raw materials development. Since the adoption
of the programme, Zambia had negotiated funding for the first six projects. The
Industrial Development Unit of the Commonwealth Fund for Technical Co-operation

(IDU/CFTCJ had committed funds for studies on foundry, fabrication and machining

facilities; mining machinery manufacture, repair and reconditioning; and the
production and processing of chemicals and explosives. The European Economic
Community had committed funds to preliminary studies in three other areas, namely

the regional mining sector skilled manpower survey; small-scale miningsprocessing

and marketing; and the inventories of geology, minerals and mining: the studies

funded by EEC should be commencing within the next three months. Negotiations
were also continuing on funding for the remaining three areas. ECA, ADB and the
Governments of Finland and France had expressed interest in the SADCC Mining Sector
Programme. The completion of these studies would enable the SADCC countries to
identify concrete projects for implementation on a co-operative basis.
B.
73.

Consideration of a report concerning the preservation
and use of geological documentation and materials

Introducing document E/ECA/NRD/SRCDUMRA/4, a representative of the ECA^

secretariat said that in most African countries, documentation and information
services dealing with mineral resources development either did not exist or
functioned poorly. The requirements for the establishment, organization and

efficient operation of such services depended on their policies" and alms, but

in the case of countries with no such services at all it would initiallyrbe

advisable to provide for n manual unit, making use of modern information technology
only in the production of microfiches,
-s imparting information was subject to
not only financial nnd technical but even psychological problems, the paper recommended
the creation of national policy on information, which implied research on users, and
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their requirements end involving them in the creation and orientation of services,
and national institutions to put it into effect.

74.
National services could profitably be linked to international systems; the
Pan-African Documentation and Information System (PADIS) set up in 1981 by ECA

might be of service in that regard.

75.
In his paper on the; same topic, a representative of the Geological Survey
Department of Zambia staged that the preservation and use of geological information

should be governed by; considerations including the need for standardization of

data in a form acceptable worldwide, data storage in computer memory for selective
retrieval, the editing of maps, reports and publications and the dissemination of
information. Every such step warranted a national, subregional or regional and
an international information system and centre.
As a case study of the.preserva
tion and standardisation of geological data, he described the system prevailing; in
the Geological Survey Department of Zambia.
76.
He pointed out that national pentres could contribute to a regional,, system
which in turn could be linked to an international geological information service
operated by UNESCO or other international geoscientific bodies.

,

],

77.
In the ensuing discussion, participants took note of the two reports, expressed
support for the ideas they contained and requested more information on the PADIS
network. ,,.■•■

I

C.

Consideration of a report concerning the possibility of
establishing an African council for mineral resources
development and a subregional committee for mineral resources
development for the Eastern and Southern African aubregion

■ ,
;

,

78... f.. Introducing document E/ECA/NRD/SRCDUMRA/5, a representative of the ECA.'".

secretariat pointed out that there were four intergovernmental subregional organiza
tions in Africa (ECCAS, ECOWAS, SADCC and the League of Arab States) with co
operative programmes in the field of mineral resources development.
Some of the
countries of Eastern and Southern Africa (the Comoros, Ethiopia, Kenya, Madagascar,
the Seychelles and Uganda) did not belong to any of the four, although they were
members of the MULPOC for Eastern and Southern Africa.
There were two inter
governmental mineral development institutions, CAMRDC and ESAMRDC, with special

responsibilities for the ECCAS and the Eastern and Southern African subregions
respectively.
79.
Having examined how the subregional organizations and institutions worked, the
ECA secretariat had concluded that irrespective of the existence of such regional
bodied as ECA and OAU, the establishment of an African council for mineral resources

development would strengthen the capabilities of some of the existing subregional
and regional institutions and enhance the contribution of minerals to the economic
development of Africa.
Moreover, the establishment of a subregional committee for
mineral resources development comprising all the MULPOC countries of the subregion
would enhance co-operation between SADCC and the non-SADCC member States.

.
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Participants were of the view that since there were a number of subregional

and regional organizations in Africa already performing functions similar to those
of the proposed body, ways should be found of improving their performance instead
of establishing the proposed new council. Some said that the idea of such a
council was laudable, but action should be deferred until existing subregional
and regional institutions had consulted among themselves and with African
Governments to see how their performance could be improved.

81.

As regards the proposal to establish a subregional committee for mineral

resources development in the Eastern and Southern African subregion, the consensus
was that the idea deserved attention. However, consultation among the member States

concerned and ECA should continue pending re-examination of the matter at a future

date.

D*

Consideration of a report concerning the possibilities of
establishing African regional or subregional institutions

for the mobilization of finance for investment in mineral

resources development in Africa

~~~^~'

■■ •^■"

""

82.

A consultant engaged by the ECA secretariat introduced document E/ECA/NRD/

(a)

to enhance the flow of finance and investment to mineral development projects

SRCDUMRA/6, stating that the paper examined recent obstacles to increased flows
of finance and investment to mineral development projects in Africa, and proposed
the creation of a new African institution or programme with two distinct functions:
in the region; and (b) to ensure better management of public mineral development
policies and control. Such an institution would help States to prepare, formulate,

implement and monitor the performance of their mineral development projectst and
might also assume the role of co-venturer or co-lender to projects it had helped
to promote.

In its initial phase, the new institution could be attached to an

existing African finance institution, both to save money and to allow it to profit

.

by the experience of the older institution,

83. During the discussion of the paper,, a number of participants expressed the
■
view that the African Development Bank (ADB) should be consulted on the proposals
it contained. The consensus of the meeting was that the ECA secretariat should reexamine the matter in consultation with ADB and report to the next regional
conference.

:

:•

E.

84.

.

Intra-Afriean trade in'certainraw materials

Introducing document E/ECA/NRD/SRCDUMRA/7S a representative of the ECA

secretariat reviewed recent trends in the production of selected minerals in

Africa and the state of intra^African trade in th6se minerals. Factors limiting
such trade included the low level of development of industries capable of using the
minerals concerned, inherited colonial economic policies which encouraged exportoriented production, and the shortage of funds for the autonomous African.development
of mineral resources.

85.

.'

■ " "■■' '

^

' ""

The African trade in minerals was strongly conditioned by the need for foreign

exchange which led African countries to sell their raw materials outside the

continent, a lack of organizations to promote the mineral trade at subregional or
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regional levels, the lack of an African commodity exchanges the lack of adequate
communication
infrastructure on the continent, and protectionist measures in
some of the importing countries.
The report recommended effective control over
mineral resources development by member States; co-operation in training, research
and the processing of minerals; the encouragement of producers' associations to
cope with all aspects of trade; the establishment of multinational industrial
complexes to transform raw materials; the stabilization of commodity markets; the
use of existing African banks and payments and clearing houses; and the creation
of a compensatory financing facility.
86.
This topic evoked considerable interest.
In the ensuing debate it became
clear that inadequate transport networks and foreign exchange considerations were

regarded as serious obstacles to intra-African trade.

It was emphasized that

selling raw and semi-finished commodities was not necessarily conducive tp intraAfrican trade since the further processing and manufacturing of such commodities

needed implied facilities which consuming countries in Africa did not always
possess.

:

.

F.

Consideration of a report concerning an analysis of
engineering and other inputs into the African mining
industry to serve as a guide to the selection of
items for intra-African manufacture and trade

87.
A consultant for ECA introduced document E/ECA/NRD/SRCDUMRA/8 which argued
that there was a critical need for increased regional engineering inputs into
mining and manufacturing, and that design and metal-working capabilities in the
region must be improved.
Projects concerned with equipments machinery and spare
parts manufacture should be fully integrated with existing infrastructure so that
what they produced was not used by the mining sector alone but also by other
industrial sectors.

. . ; ■'*■'■

;n

..■■'>.. ■ ■ ■■--;.

'

"'.

.

88.
The paper emphasized that- it was possible to reduce Africa's dependence on
imported spare parts.
Personnel training and skills up-grading for design teams

could be sought from organizations such as ARCEDEM, and consideration could also be
given to training engineering personnel in areas such as production tooling which
had by and large been ignored up to now.

89.
The pape"f recommended feasibility studies 6n tne use of the;ferrous products
now being produced in the region, and the creation of facilities to make the non-

ferrous inputs required in the manufacture of equipment and spare parts.

;■'

Feasibility studies on the manufacture of consumables such as refractory bricks,
explosives and chemicals should also be conducted.
Finally, the paper argued that
improved research and development and adaptation of technologies was an essential
aspect of the process of widening the scope of engineering and other inputs in the
mining industry and could be of use in standardizing products to make them more
suitable for intra-African trade in the mining sector.

90.

Commenting on the paper, the representative of the Ivory Coast said that in

the absence of suitable technology in Africa, technology must be bought from abroad
before it could be adapted to African conditions. Before establishing plants to
produce spare parts, too, the question of patents and manufacturing licences would
have to be looked into.
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3Ut?7 °ifitue P3per ^SS^ted that the kind of industrial programme

could well be supported by ARCEDEM, which was-well regarded in that

Can^:.R
tateS'C°Uld-rely ? A™*'* expetienpe of such matters, given the
Centre's experience in a wide range of activities.
G'

92.

Consideration of the report of the Regional

Workshop on Copper and Aluminium

The Chairman of the Regional Workshop on the role and prospects of copper and

SS^r1Ca^deVel°?ment
Pr6Sented
final
'h kh"
to the meeting. The
meetingthetook
note"*"**
of the report.
»

H.

(a)

—— i inai

report of

the workshoD

Consideration of papers concerning;

Gold, silver, platinoids:

covering resources, mining.

smelting, refining, marketing, problems of development-

prospects, etc.

"

~

rfT«S ?•

K

-Tf^ in^<«»""d three papers (E/ECA/

, 2 and 3) dealing with gold, silver and platinoids respectively

"VT^
•' recovery,
the 8eOl°Syandandprospects
"ature offor°«««ence
of the
, tta^hSr0
the methods used
for their
their increased
of °«««ence of the

T* ^ A^Ca- " W3S emPhasized t»»t inPmany countries of hTSi

95.

Following the presentation, a number of representatives described their

r^JT^" ln/h.1S area' the pr°bleras assoc"t3d with their development
operations? mlnlnS'
^ ^ dOne t0 °rganize and nationalize such
rep"sentativ? ?f Zimbabwe said that his country had over 100 small gold-

operations receiving Government assistance in geological matters, exploitation

yrs's^:-^ ^marketed by th

"i L^ ^™^£

the steps taken i
(b)

Refractory minerals:

covering resources, production, imports

consumption, present problems and future prospects, et-.n.

behalf °5 the ECA secretariat» * representative of CENTROZAP, Katowice,

, presented^ paper on the prospects of the refractories industry in Africa.

SL^rLr^^^
S°me AfrlCan
C°UntrieSindustries
Seemed tocould
have use
the necessary
resole
base to establish refractory
plants wherever
locally produced
refractories instead of relying on costly imported products.

produced
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99. Consumption forecasts suggested that in the context of Africa's industrial
development programme, the value of demand for refractories could range between
$350 million and $900 million per annum current consumption, mostly of
imported products, was estimated at $290 million per year. They also showed

greater growth prospects in North Africa than south of the Sahara, with the
exception of Nigeria and Zimbabwe.

100. The paper was based on the assumption that units with an annual capacity of
100,000 tonss offering products corresponding to the needs of local consumers,

would be economically viable with rates of return on capital of between 19.4 and
47 per cent.

r

101. A representative of the Zambian delegation gave details of the refractory
raw materials identified, under investigation and considered for more detailed
work in his country, adding that the Zambian industrial sector was a large consumer
of refractory products and the establishment of a refractories industry was a
matter of concern in the country's economy,

(c)

Building materials (building stone9 limestone9 clays9 ornamental

ma t er ia1s f etc.) cover ing;re sPurees, product ion s con sumption»
present problems and future prospects/

-

etc.

102. A paper (E/ECA/NRD/SRCDUMRA/ll) presented by the Eastern an4 Southern African
Mineral Resources Development Centre (ESAMRDC) pointed out that building mineral
materials had so far received very little attention in Africa. Though these
materials were less glamorous than their metallic counterparts, their effective

use could bring more direct benefits to the peoples of Africa in that their
development created employment, raised living standards and improved the balance
of trade* The paper recommended a broad survey of industrial opportunities tha£
could be based on local industrial mineral resources.

103. It was the consensus of the meeting that the use of locally available building

mineral materials had so far been minimal, and that efforts should be made to

assess and evaluate these resources with a view to the establishment of a strong

building industry in the region. Participants emphasized the need to train Africans
in the development of industrial minerals from exploration to processing and
marketing.

104. The delegations of Zambia, the Ivory Coast and Angola gave accounts of.the
building materials used or under consideration for development in their respective
countries.

(d)

■

Fertilizer minerals (phosphate rocks, potash, sulphur,jpeat, etc.)

covering resources,, production of fertilizers and other chemicals
based on these resources, consumption of fertilizers and other
chemicals based on these resources, problems associated with the
development of these resources, future prospects for the"
;'o development of the resources.etc.

105. A consultant for the ECA secretariat introduced two papers (E/ECA/NRD/SRCDUMRA/
12A and 12B)a a country review of raw material resources for the fertilizer industry
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112. A represencative of the Zambian delegation expressed concern about the
follow-up on iecommendetions by regional conferences auch as the present one

andthe one held in Arusha in 1981,

He wondered whether the mechanisms for

their implementation wera operating properly and whether there were reasons for
some of the shortcomings.

113. A representative of the ECA secretariat said that, restricted budget .ana
staff resources notwithstanding, it had pursued as many recommendations as
possible to the best of its ability. It did believe that the programme adopted
in Arusha hud perhaps been somewhat ambitious, encompassing eight essential
aspects all with a strong bearing on mineral resources development and utiliza
tion in Africa. In the light of the experience gained over the last four years,

it hoped that the second Regional Conference would confine follow-up activities*to

carefully identified areas answering to the most urgent priorities in the mining
sector.

.

.

■-

114. After the presentation of the report of the Technical Preparatory Meeting
the Chairman of the Committee introduced a related series of recommendations
for approval by the Conference which, he suggested, should be referred to as the

Lusaka Programme of Action.

115. The Conference adopted the Lusaka Programme of Action, which anpears as

document E/ECA/CM.11/41,

.

VI.

'

.

OTHER BUSINESS

116. Concern was expressed at the lack of detailed discussion during the Technical

Preparatory Meeting on the scope of manufacturing and using mineral products to

satisfy the region's, needs, it was agreed that the matter would be taken up at
the next technic.,1 committee -u^g, and member States were urged to supply as

much information on the matter as possible.

117. Many delegations expressed their wish that the next meeting should take place
in a French-speaking country. It was announced that the delegation of the Ivory
Coast intended t:o raise the possibility of hosting the next conference with the
Ii

Government.,

118. It was decided that the next Regional Conference would be held in Uganda in.
1987. The Chairman expressed the hope that for the fourth regional conference it

might be possible to take up the invitation extended by the delegation of the
Ivory Coast;

VII,

ADOPTION OF THE REPORT

^

119. At the invitation of the Chairman, the Conference formally adopted its report as
here presented and the Lusaka Programme'Of1Action which appears as document
E/ECA/CM'. 11/41.

.

.-..■■"

VIII.

CLOSURE OF THE MEETING

-■ .

.

.

.

. ,

■ ,

120. After an exchange of, courtesies, the Chairman declared the Conference closed.

